INTRODUCTION
Consider a thin isotropic elastic plate which occupies a given région Q in the x, y plane. Suppose that the plate is clamped along the entire boundary ôQ and that a uniformly distributed load p{x, y) is acting on the plate. Under suitable assumptions one can prove that the transverse displacement w 2 (x, y) in the z-axis direction is a solution of the von Kârmân équations [1] and a certain number of physical constants have been put equal to 1 for simplicity. Since the plate is clamped on 50, w 2 will also satisfy the boundary conditions w 2 -dw 2 /dn = 0 on dQ; w 1 {x > y) will also satisfy some suitable boundary conditions which for simplicity we assume to be w 1^d w 1 ldn~0. Equations (0 .2) have long since been carefully analysed, from the theoretical point of view (see e. g. [2] and the références contained therein). It can be shown that for each given peH~2(Q) there exists at least one solution (in gênerai not unique) of problem (0.2).
In the present paper we analyse a gênerai technique in order to prove the convergence and the error bounds of suitable finite element approximations of équations (0.2). In order to simplify the exposition only the so called "displacement" f. e. approximations will be presented in detail. However the same technique can be applied to prove error bounds for different and, perhaps, more interesting approaches, such as mixed, hybrid, etc. The convergence of a particular type of mixed approximations has been proved in [3] , while a hybrid approach has been used in [4] .
The tools that will be used are of the classical type: we refer for instance to [5] , and to the références included therein, for similar approaches, though in different contexts.
The main results, for simplicity, are summarised in theorem 3, at the end of the paper.
SOME FURTHER REMARKS ON THE CONTINUOUS PROBLEM
We introducé the following notations:
and we observe that problem (0.2) becomes:
find weV such that: We also note the following properties that will be used later on: (u, w, v) . (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) Suppose now that w is an isolated solution of (1.4); by définition this will imply that the bilinear form
is non singular on V x V. More precisely: for any givenfs V', there exists a unique ueV which satisfies
Moreover one has \\u\\SL\\f\L,
with L independent off. We will need the following lemma:
LEMMA 1: Suppose that (1.9) is non singular. Then there exists a positive constant S such that for any given w with \\w-w\\£& (1.12)
is non singular,
The lemma is almost obvious; nevertheless we shall state the proof for sake of completeness. It is known {cf. e. g. [6, 7] ) that a bilinear form
is non singular iff there exist two positive constants c^ and c 2 such that 
In a similar way we also get 
where the constant c is independent of u and h, and k is a given parameter associated with the family { V h } (in the applications, fe^degree of the piècewise polynomial approximation). Families of spaces V h satisfying (2.0) are well known; cf. e. g. [8, 9, 10] .
We consider the following approximate problern:
The existence of a solution of (2.1) and the corresponding error bound will be obtained by means of a "modifîed Newton" method. We need, therefore, some more information on the behaviour of the linearized operator. For that purpose suppose first that w h G V h is defmed by
Since w is isolated, we have from (2.0), (2.2) and lemma 1 that, for h sufficiently smaîl the biîinear form 
|| cp(u h )~w h \\^ {2/K) (a(cp(u h )-w h , v h )) + 2b{w h , cp(u h )-w h , v h ). (2.13)
On the other hand, using (2.11) we have : where, in the last inequality the formula
a(<p{u h )-w hf v h ) + 2b{w ht <p{u h )-w h , v h ) = 2b(w h , u hi v h )-b{u ht u h , u ft ) + (p, v h ) a(w ht v h )-2b{w h , w h , v h ) = [-a{w h , v h )-b(w h> w h , v h ) + (p, v h )] -[b{u h , u h , v h )-2b(w h , u h> v h ) + b(w h> w h , v h )] = [a{w, v h )-a(w h> v h ) + b(w, w, v h )-b(w ht w h , v h )]-b(u h -w h , u h -w h , v h )

II^/^H1C-
has been used. We set noŵ there exists a solution w h of (2 .1) such that:
Proof: We have from theorem 1 that for any R satisfying (2.19), the continuous mapping <p maps the closed sphère with center w h and radius R into itself.
Therefore <p has at least a fixed point, w h , in the closed sphère, which is a solution of (2.1) and vérifies (2.20). 
A CONSTRUCTIVE PROCEDURE FOR SOLVING THE DISCRETISED PROBLEM
The resuit s of the previous paragraphe aithough optimal from the theoretical point of view, are of little practical interest. In fact the solution w h of the discretised problem (2.1) has been characterised as a fixed point of a map, q>, which in order to be computed requires the explicit knowledge of w h , that is, in some sensé, of the solution itself. It is therefore evident that, in a practical case, a different procedure for the computation of w h has to be sought.
We will show in the following that, if the initial guess w° is sufficiently close to w h (and so to w), the Newton itérâtes, defined by 
We shall also suppose from now on that i^iW^Ô/2, (3.2)
which will obviously hold for h small enough. and let w h be a solution of (2, 1) which together with (3.11) gives us (3 .9). From (3 .9) and (3 .7) we obtain now which implies (3 .8) since p ^ K/B. We also note that the définition of p in (3 .3) does not depend on h or on w h . In particular we can conclude that the solution w h is unique in a sphère of center w h and radius p, since, of course, the choice wl =w h cannot give rise to a séquence which converges to two different limits at the same time.
All the previous results can be summarized in the following theorem. REMARK: The method discussed above has the "advantage" of converging towards both kinds of physical solutions: stable and unstable. This is sometimes of some interest; on other occasions, a method that converges only to the stable solutions may be préférable for pratical purposes. In that case some modification of the Newton procedure, as in [13] , is suggested.
